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The asymptotic forms of bounds on the information rate of Lee-codes are derived and their 
relative strength is discussed. Also it is shown that the covering radius of Lee-codes lies asymptoti- 
cally on the Varshamov-Gilbert bound. 
1. Introduction 
A central problem in coding theory is to determine the maximal cardinality of a 
code of a given length over a specified alphabet and with prescripted minimum dis- 
tance. It is interesting to study the asymptotic form of this problem since then the 
details dissappear and the essential is revealed. In the usual case in which the dis- 
tance function is the Hamming-metric this problem and its asymptotic form have 
been widely studied and good expositions can be found in many textbooks, e.g. [5], 
[6]. When the Lee-metric, which is the other common distance function in coding 
theory, is used, information cannot be found this easily. There are bounds applic- 
able in the finite case ([2], [3], [l]) but no publications on the asymptotic form of 
the problem. We do not for instance know the relative strength of different bounds 
and how they depend on the size of the alphabet. Our object in this article is to 
derive the asymptotic forms of bounds on the information rate for codes in the Lee- 
metric and analyze their relative strength. Since the bounds which are known for 
the Lee-metric are analogies of bounds for the Hamming-metric their asymptotic 
forms can be derived with similar methods and their behaviour is largely similar to 
that of the corresponding bounds for the Hamming-metric but there are also some 
interesting differences. 
In the following section we shall define the relevant concepts and recall the finite 
forms of the bounds for the Lee-metric. In Section 3 we shall derive the asymptotic 
forms of these bounds and discuss their implications. In Section 4 we shall consider 
the asymptotic behaviour of the covering radius of Lee-codes. 
2. Preliminaries 
Consider the ring Zq of integers 0, 1, . . . , q - 1 (mod q). We call this ring Zq the 
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alphabet and q the size of the alphabet. By Z: we denote the n-fold Cartesian pro- 
duct of Zq, i.e. 
Zt = {(x1 ,..., x,) Ixj~Zqr i= l,..., n}. 
Zi is a Z,-module and for prime q it is an n-dimensional vector space over the prime 
field of q elements. The elements of 2: are called words or vectors and n is called 
the block length. The Lee-distance dL between the elements a and b is defined as 
dLb,b) =ic, min{lai-bi/,q- la;-b,l}. 
It is straightforward to check that the Lee-distance is a translation invariant metric 
of Zt. Also for any (1, b E Zl, 0 5 dL(a, b) I n L+qJ. 
Let C be a subset of Z: such that ICY j > 1. Then C is called a code of block 
length n over the alphabet of q symbols. The minimum Lee-distance dL(C) of the 
code C is 
dL(C)=min{dl(4b)]u,bEC,a#b}, 
and its covering radius tL(C) is 
tL(C) = max{min{dL(x,c) 1 CEC} 1 XEZ,“}. 
The information rate of the code C is 
R(C) = flog, ICI. 
Let us define AL@, d, q) as the maximal number of codewords in a code of block 
length n over Z, having minimum Lee-distance dL. If we write 
D = 
t 
(q* - 1)/4q if q is odd, 
l. 
44 if q is even, 
and denote by V(n, r, q) the cardinality of a Lee-sphere of radius r, i.e. 
W,r,q) = I{=Z; 1 d,(O,x)sr}/ 
we can express the bounds for the Lee-metric as follows. 
A I Varshamov-Gilbert bound [2] 
AL(n,d,q)rq”/V(n,d-l,q). 
B I Hamming bound [2] 
C I Plotkin bound [2] 
AL(n,d,q)sd/(d-L%z) if d>Dn. 
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D I Elias bound [2]. Suppose that rlDn and r’-ZDnr+Dnd>O. Then 
AW, d, q) I 
Dnd 4” 
r2 - 2Dnr + Dnd V(n, r, q) ’ 
E I Singleton bound [3] 
dL(C)~(n-Llog,/C/J+1)4_0. 
4-l 
The asymptotic forms of A to E are best expressed not as bounds AL(n, d, q) or 
dL(C) but as bounds on the information rate of the ‘best code’ 
R(n,d,q) = i log,AL(n,d,q), OrdlnL#qj. 
As we wish to be able to compare bounds for different values of q we define 
s= L+qJ and 6=d/ns. Then the following functions express the asymptotic be- 
haviour of Lee-codes 
l?(S,q) = limsup R(n,&n,q), Or6r 1, 
n-co 
&(cY,q) = lim inf R(n,&n,q), 0~6~ 1. 
n--m 
3. Asymptotic bounds 
The asymptotic forms of Plotkin and Singleton bounds are readily derived and 
for Varshamov-Gilbert and Hamming bounds it is only necessary to find an asymp- 
totic expression for v(n, &s, q). When that is done it is easy to get also the asympto- 
tic form of the Elias bound. There are several ways to do this but we believe that 
the following straightforward approach is the simplest. 
If we denote 
L(s,q) = lint 
( 
1 - t log, I?4 rns, 4) 
> 
, 05r51 n-or (1) 
and we write S=D/s, then we can write the asymptotic forms of the bounds in 
Section 2 as 
A II Varshamov-Gilbert bound 
B II Hamming bound 
m, 4) 5 u&k 4). 
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C II Plotkin bound 
R@,q)=O if 19<6Sl. 
D II Elius bound 
r7(s,q)d(e--y$iZ),q) if 05658, 
R(&4) = 0 if 85611. 
E II Singleton bound 
R(d, q) = 0 if qe -565 1. 
q-1 
We shall next derive an expression for L(r,q). We shall only consider the case 
q = 2s + 1, the case q = 2s requires only minor modifications. Let x be a vector of 
Zi. The composition C(X) of x is the vector 
C(X) = (Co@), C1 (X)9 * a., cq -I (x)> 
where Ci(X) is the number of the components of x which are equal to i, i= 
0, 1, . ..) q - 1. We can now write 
where 
V(n, sns, 2s+ 1) = C 
( 
n 
E:., I(c,+c,.,)srm CO,CI, . . ..cq-1 > 
(2) 
(co, ..:cq_, > is the multinomial coefficient n! CO!Ci! ***c,_,! * 
When c=(co,cl,..., cq_,) we write 
( 
n n 
CO,CI,.*.,Cq_l > 0 
= 
c . 
If we write u = (0, 1,2, . . . , s, s, s - 1, . . . , 1) and recall that for fixed n and q the number 
of multinomial coefficients 
(co, ..:c,_,) is (“z) 3 
we obtain the following crude bound. 
max 
0 
n 5 V(n,ms,2s+l)I 
E’UCrnS c (“b”;‘) ,fff% (:)a (3) 
Let o=(LJ~,..., Q._ i) be a composition c for which the above maximum is reached. 
Then, by (3), 
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flog, ; ; 0 5 - log, qn, ms, q) I ; log, n 0 +q-1 V -log,(n+q-1) qn 
from which it follows by using Stirling’s approximation 
A log, V(n, sns, 2s + 1) 
= max 
E’“S7ILS ( 
-: log,?-... -y *OS,+) +o(?). (4) 
Since the function -CTIi x; log,xi is continuous and strictly concave in the unit 
cube, we have 
= lim max 
PI-00 (I/nle.usrs 
_~log,L...-~*og,~ 
> 
where (f$, . . . , O,_,) is the (unique) solution of the convex optimization problem 
q-1 
J0 Xi log, Xi = min ! , 
x0 10, . . ..X._l L 0, 
x0+x,+*-*+x,_, = 1, (5) 
(X,+x,_,)+2(x,+x,_,)+~~~+s(x,+x,-,~r rs. 
The convexity of xlog,x implies 8, =B,_,, . . . , B3=Og--s, and by defining 
HO&o, . . . . X~)=XOlOg~XO+2 i Xi 10&X; 
i=l 
we get, by (1): 
Theorem 1. Let q=2s+l. Then 
L(7,q) = l+HO,(no,...,n,) 
where (no, . . . . n,) is the solution of the convex optimization problem 
HO, (x09 . . ..x.) = min!, 
x,rO,...,x,10, 
x,+2x,+ ... +2x, = 1, 
x1 +2x2+**. +sx*+y2 = +rs. 
(6) 
(7) 
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The slack variable yz is introduced to remove the inequality in the last constraint 
of (5). Problem (7) is easily solved with the method of Lagrange multipliers. While 
doing this log, can be replaced by In. 
The Langrange function is 
x,lnxe+2 i x;Inx,+A x +2 
r=l 
(. 0 
from which we get the optimality conditions 
Inxe+l+l= 0, 
2lnx,+2+2A+p=O, (8) 
2lnx,+2+221+sp = 0, 
2PY = 0, 
xc+2xt+.**+2x,=o, 
x,+2x*+.**+sx,=o. 
The conditions (8) give 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
x*/xc = Xl/X, = . . . =x,/x,_, = e-p/=. 
Suppose that y+O. Then, by (9), p=O and, by (lo), x0=x1 =.*.=x5= l/q which, 
by (ll), implies s>(q+1)/2q. If p=O, we also see that HO,(xO,...,x,) subject to 
xc + 2Xif . ..+2x.=l reaches its minimum value = -1 at xo=x,=*..=x,=l/q. 
This implies that L(r,q)=Oif (q+l)/2q<rs 1. Suppose then that Osr~(q+1)/2q. 
Then y= 0 and L(r, q) is a strictly decreasing function onto the interval [0, 11. 
See Fig. 1. 
If we write /3= e+*, we get ni =c@, where, by (10) and (1 l), cr and P satisfy 
cr(l+2p+2p*+-*+2p*) = 1, NP+ 2/3+ --* +s/I’) = jrs. (12) 
Fig. I. 
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Substituting rri = a;B’ in (6) we obtain 
L(r, q) = 1 + ?ro log, 710 +2 i 71; log, 71, 
!=I 
= 1 +(a+2clp+ . ..+2~~~)log.cr+2(orp+2crp’+..~+scrp”)log,p 
(2 1 + log, c@ *s. 
We have obtained for L(r,q) the following form. 
Theorem 2. Let q=2s+ 1. Then 
L(7, q) = 1 + log, a;B”, 
where cz 2 0 and /I L 0 satisfy 
a(1 +2p+ -*+2p’) = 1, a(/3+2/3’+ .** +s/?“) = +ss 
ifOsrl(q+1)/2q and L(r,q)=O if(q+1)/2qIr51. 
In Table 1 values of L(T,~) are listed for some q. 
To get the asymptotic form of the Elias bound we first note that it follows from 
the Plotkin bound that 
R(&q) = 0 if 8<651. 
So let 0<618. Choose O=A < 8- f<e-s, and take r= L1nsJ. Then 
r2 - 2i%+Dnd >O. From the finite form of the Elias bound we find 
+ log, AL@, &.s, q) 5 ; log, 
Dn&s qn 
r2 - 2Dnr+ DnGns V(n, r, q) 
Dn’s 
A2s2 - 2Dnkn + Dn&s 
+n-n(L(Aq)(l+o(l)) 
5 (1 -UI,qMl+o(l)), (n --* 03). 
Therefore R(S, q) I 1 - L(A, q). Since this is true for every L with 1< 8 - fm 
the result follows. 
To find out how L(T, q) and with it the bounds vary with q consider the form of 
L(s,q) given by Theorem 1. Any point satisfying the conditions (7) gives an upper 
bound for L(s,q). We take xo=xl=~~~=x,=1/4rs, x,+~=~~~=x,=O, where 
t = j_2rs- 11. Then (7) is satisfied and we obtain 
L(r,q)5 1+(2t+l)-&log 
1 
q -sl- 
3 In 5s - 
4rs ( > 1-- 4~s lnq 
implying 
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Theorem 3. Suppose that 6 > 0. Then 
lim R(S, 4) = 0. 
4-a 
It is a consequence of Theorem 3 that in the Lee-metric, unlike in the Hamming- 
metric, the Varshamov-Gilbert bound does not tend to the Singleton bound but to 
zero as q increases. This behaviour is illustrated in Fig. 2 where graphs of the asymp- 
totic bounds are derived for some values of 4. 
1 .o q = 101 
L 
Fig. 2. 
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4. The asymptotic behaviour of the covering radius of Lee-codes 
Recently G.D. Cohen [4] has shown that the covering radius of linear binary codes 
lies asymptotically on the Varshamov-Gilbert bound. Similar calculations how that 
the covering radius of Lee-codes also lies asymptotically on the Varshamov-Gilbert 
bound. 
Theorem 4. Let TL(n, t, q) denote the smallest cardinality of a code of length n over 
Z, having covering radius t. Then 
lim 1 log, TL(n,ens, q) = L(Q, q). 
n--m n 
Proof. The obvious condition 
TL(n, t, q) . W, 6 4) 2 4” 
implies that 
~log,TL(n,ens,q)?L(e,q)(l+o(l)) as n+m. 
To prove the reverse inequality chose g E [0, (q + 1)/2q] and consider a code C of 
length n containing Lq q fi L(e,‘J)nj randomly chosen (not necessarily distinct) code- 
words. The probability that a randomly chosen vector x of Z: is not contained in 
the spheres of radius Lens] centered at the codewords is by independence 
( 
I+, pzs, q) ‘c’ 
I- 
4” > 
and thus the expected number of vectors outside the union of radius-L,onsj-spheres i
( 
V(n, ns, q) j c 
E,=q” l- 
> 4” * 
The numbers of codewords outside the radius-Lgns]-spheres are integers and so as 
soon as E,,< 1 one of them is zero yielding a code with covering radius I Lens]. 
Now, by (4) and (6), 
ln&=nlnq+/C/ln l- ( Un, m, 4) 4” > 
rnlnq-q 4 vii n(l-(l/n)lOg,Y(n,Qfls,q)+O((lnn)/n)) 
Vn,,ons,d 
qn 
= nlnq-q C~+“(1nn)4_g, as n-boo. 
Thus, for n large enough, TL(n, ,osn, q) I qn(L(Q*q)+ “V’) implying 
i log, TW, en&q) s L(_o, q)(l +0(l)). 
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